Written Permission / Pets

Oregon State University (“University”) and ______ (“Employee”) are parties to the Employee Housing License Agreement (“EHLA”) dated _____

Department:

Property Address: ____________ (“Housing”)

University’s Housing Contact:

Date:

To: ____________ (Employee)

Pursuant to Section 9 of the EHLA, please let this notice serve as written permission to allow the following dogs to reside in the Housing:

1. Dog 1: type of dog
2. Dog 2: type of dog
3. Dog 3: type of dog
4. Dog 4: type of dog
5. Dog 5: type of dog

Any changes to this list would require further written permission from University, which University can withhold in its sole discretion.

[Please add here the particular circumstances that led to the department allowing 5 dogs in this case. The permission should make it clear why in this instance this is being allowed.]

________________________________________                   _______________
University Housing Contact                                           Date

______________________________
Employee Signature acknowledging receipt                         Date